Unions Indorse T. A. Eide for Mayor

Standard Oil Has Anti-Labor Record

Even those workers familiar with the anti-labor record of the Standard Oil company in Minneapolis past years will be astounded at the reactionary methods used by this company to prevent its lessees and filling station employees from earning a decent living. The filling station Attendants Union Local 794 has just recently revealed the results of a four-months’ survey of Standard Oil practices which constitutes the most damming indictment of the methods used by this company of the least privileged section of the working class.

Never in the history of economic action has been more clearly shown than in recent months—when with the stroke of a pen Congress can slash a million workers off of WPA. When, in the most innocent manner, that creative industry which is not possible to put through a law that will impose tremendous hardships on the working class.

An election victory for labor in Minneapolis this year can mean only a victory for those who have always been in the minority; they—all, yes, all the country—have their eyes glued to the Minneapolis Labor community. Minneapolis union movement first decided that the two largest labor issues in Minneapolis are the Standard Oil company and the transportation and teamster union problem and has started to organize both actively and quietly.

The workers are prepared for an election battle in which they will be forced to face the whole question of the wage problem and the Standard Oil company. Their anti-labor record speaks for itself. The attitude of management toward labor is an open secret. The Standard Oil company has made their position quite clear. Even the slightest move toward better conditions will mean a battle. There are two sides to every question. There is the employer’s side and the worker’s side. The union will not be able to retreat from the fight. It will have to face the battle right down to the bone. The workers are ready. They are ready to fight. The workers are ready to strike.

Taxi Dancers Raise Funds For 958 Team

Santa Fe Drivers Local 795

When rats bite kids...

Local 544’s Federal Workers Section Comes to the Rescue, to End a True Horror Story That Happened Here in Minneapolis
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Make Minneapolis a Union Town
The Source of Stassen's Ideas for a Labor Bill

If you read a newspaper in doubt as to the behind-the-scenes activity regarding the passage of a bill by the Congress, do not despair. Our subscription rates are established to give the United States in buying power. The Parnell papers, for example, which are published in the world's greatest city, are the employers of Minneapolis are more enterprising and thus see that their country's employers are more enterprising.

But we think that the fact that Minneapolis is the best organized city in the United States has a whole of a lot to do with it.
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